**SILICON PRO-TEK**

Silicone Pro-Tek is a blend of premium alkyds that has been modified with a silicone to create a product that will offer added protection. **SILICON PRO-TEK** is a great choice if you are looking to extend your general maintenance painting cycles.

- GREAT DURABILITY
- GREAT COLOR RETENTION
- GREAT GLOSS RETENTION

**OTHER TANK COATINGS**

**NO. 5 TANK ENAMEL**

...our most popular paint that is used for domestic and bulk storage tanks. This product is stocked in white and four pastel colors. Special colors are offered with 50 gallon minimum order. No. 5 Tank Enamel can be rolled, brushed or sprayed offering excellent hiding power, ease of application, extended durability, enhanced gloss and is very economical. No. 5 was formulated for one coat coverage. Available in gallons and five gallon buckets.

**NO. 7 SILICONE ALKYD**

...a premium alkyd modified with a high percentage of silicone that aids in extending overall life of the coating. This product was formulated for maximum coating life normally desired on bulk storage tanks. No. 7 is stocked in white only, but is available in special colors for a minimum quantity. No. 7 offers high gloss, long coating life, non-chalking, excellent color and gloss retention, and is user friendly. Available in gallons and five gallon buckets.

**SC 2000 ALUMINUM TANK PAINT**

...a premium resin blend that was formulated with the maximum amount of aluminum paste to provide an excellent finish for both domestic and bulk storage tanks. SC 2000 offers a bright finish, excellent weathering durability, and maximum coverage. Available in gallons and five gallon buckets.

**SC 2110 STRONTIUM CHROMATE ALUMINUM**

...a premium resin blend that was formulated with a rust inhibitive chrome paste that provides a tough finish over marginally prepared surfaces. SC 2110 offers easy one coat coverage, tarnish resistance, long coating life, and built in rust inhibitor. Available in gallons and five gallon buckets.

**SC 1140 FAST DRY CYLINDER ENAMEL**

...great for small propane cylinders used on bar-b-que grills or forklifts.

**UNI-POX PRIMER (855-LINE)**

...this great product is a premium blend of epoxy and other resins. Uni-Pox offers high solids, low VOC, excellent corrosion resistance, and excellent adhesion characteristics. This primer can be top-coated with most paints, normally within the hour, and is available in 3 colors: Gray-Green (1368), Off White (1370), and Gray (1373).

**HEAVY DUTY GRAY PRIMER (100D8814)**

...an affordable low VOC primer that offers great protection. May be top-coated with any of our tank coatings.

**122 FOOT RING PROTECTOR**

...a modified phenolic designed to penetrate rust and provide a durable chemical resistant finish that protects the bottom of cylinders. 122 is easy to apply using a brush, roller or a mop. Available in black only and packaged in gallon cans, only.

**ENVIRO-TUFF INDUSTRIAL ENAMEL**

...developed to provide an economical paint system that will survive years of exposure. This product has maximum pigment levels to ensure optimum hiding power and is lead and chrome free. Enviro-Tuff is offered in many colors (see color card) and makes a great coating for propane tank domes. Available in gallon cans.
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Starting with a Wire Brush (SC-WB042) and Medium Grade Production Paper (SC-PS012). Remove all loose rust scale with the wire brush and then lightly sand with flat of hand using a circular motion. Wipe clean and you’re ready to paint using one of **Sumter Coatings Tank Coatings**. Pour paint into a Five Gallon Bucket (KM1009), not a pan that will be difficult to use and easily spilled. Next, hang the Bucket Grid (SC-BG001) in five gallon bucket, put your Lambswool Cover (SC-LCV16) on the Roller Handle (SC-TR09K) attached to an extension pole (many to choose from). Now you’re ready to paint! For those awkward corners, use our long handled Tank Trim Brush (SC-TTB002).

At the end of the day, clean up is simple. Pour 2-4 oz. of Sumter Coatings XL Thinner (856X2210) onto the top of remaining paint in bucket. Next, hang roller from the dimple on the grid inside the bucket and also put unwashed paint brush in bucket. Cover paint and tools with Sumter Coatings Bucket Cover (SC-BC003). Clean up is that simple! The paint is ready to store until the next day, stirring gently with roller before using.

Sumter Coatings also offers our Instructional Video Tape or DVD (SC-VT013) as an aid in training your personnel to paint propane tanks the efficient way.

**Ask about our new economical brush and roller cover.**